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three returned to Four Winds Cave out to be 80 meters to a small offset several windows in this deep area,
and its main going lead, but after and another 56 meters to the bot- but most of the airflow descends
100 meters a very tricky climb was tom at a nice narrow canyon with down the next pit. Out of rope, they
encountered. Unequipped to tackle strong airflow. They named it Hard left the cave. Several days later, Joel
the overhang, they left, after find- Rock Cave due to the particularly and Merrilee returned with Stan,
ing another lead to a pit. Some hard limestone, and they turned who was unable to follow through
days later, after the arrival of Joel, around at –160 meters. Thomas re- the tightest meander. While the
Merrilee, and Brad, Stan took them turned the next day with Joel and others went on to survey, Stan hamto Four Winds Cave to check this Merrilee. They surveyed minor mered away, enlarging the meander.

